
The IP Network Driver Router for Windows

The IP Network Driver Router for Windows program acts as a conduit between an internal IP 
network (multiple QL emulators running on one PC) and an external IP network (single QL 
emulators running on multiple PC’s) using the IP Network Device Driver. It allows network 
stations on one network to access network stations on the other network.

The IP Network Driver Router for Windows sits between the two QL networks on the PC that 
contains the internal (IPLocalNet) network. To each network, the IP Network Driver appears to 
be just another network station with it’s own station number.

For the IP Network Driver Router to operate, the PC that is running the internal (IPLocalNet) 
network must also be on the same Local Area Network as the PC’s that are running the external
(IPNet) network.

While normal operation of the IPNet and IPLocalNet networks are unaffected. To access a 
network station on the other (secondary) network from your (primary) network, Entails you 
having to through the IP Network Driver Router station, using an extended network specifier. 
This extended specifier comprises of the IPNetwork Driver Router station number on your side 
of the network, then the network station number required on the other network.

The IP Network Device Router program requires IPNet & IPLocalNet versions 1.08 and above 
to operate. (IPNet & IPLocalNet were combined into one program, the IP Network Device Driver
at version 1.10)

The IP Network Driver Router for Windows is a Windows Forms application developed in C# on 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 Express for Desktop. 

IP Network Driver Router should not cause any problems, damage, or loss of data. However 
you use it at your own risk, and I do not accept any responsibility for any damage, or loss of 
data. 

Installing the Program

IP Network Router should be installed by running the setup.exe program.

The program uses the .NET framework (V4.5) and will attempt to download it from the internet if
not found.

This adds an entry in the Start menu, and an entry in Uninstall programs.
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Starting the Router

The router is started from the Start menu, displays a form like this.

Set the internal network number to be the QL network station number on the internal IP 
Network. And the external network to the IP Address of the PC it is running on.

Then click Start.

To stop the router, click on the Stop button. This will stop any new connections being made to 
the program. However any connections already opened will not be stopped. 

The Router program should detect if any established connections are terminated by the 
connected QL emulators closing their channels. And kill the threads(jobs) involved. 

Operation should then be the same as original QDOS based IP Network Router. Who's 
instructions follow. 
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Using the IP Network Driver Router

The use of all of the normal IP Network Driver commands remain unchanged. To access a 
network station on the other ‘secondary’ network is done via the router station. By using an 
extended network specifier of the routers station number, and then the station number required 
on the secondary network. 

For the most part this double network station number definition works, but the operating system 
does get in the way occasionally, see below.

Accessing File Servers on the other network

To enable you to access a file server on a network station that is on the other network, an 
extended compound device name is used:

Nrouter station number_Nsecondary station number_IO device 

For example, If the router’s station number on your network is 2 then

LOAD n2_n4_flp1_fred

Will load the file 'fred' from floppy 1 on network station 4 on the secondary network.

 OPEN_IN #3,n2_n1_flp2_myfile 

Opens 'myfile' on floppy 2 on network station 1 on the secondary network.

However if you try 

DIR n2_n4_win1_

You will not get the expected directory of WIN1_ on the secondary networks station number 4. 
You will get the drive statistics, but no list of files. This is not a problem with IP Network Driver 
Router, or the IP Network Device Driver. But SMSQ/E getting confused, and instead of giving a 
list of all files in WIN1_, it tries to give a list of all files in the win1_ subdirectory of win1_ i.e. 
win1_win1_

This is to do with the ‘wildcard’ handling, and other wildcard commands like WCOPY are liable 
to give problems.

There are a couple of ways around this problem. One is to use the NFS_USE command.

NFS_USE mdv,n2_n4_win1_

Then DIR mdv1_ will give you the required directory of n2_n4_win1_

Alternatively use the DEV_USE command.

DEV_USE 4,n2_n4_win1_

Then DIR DEV4_ will give you the required directory of n2_n4_win1_

RENAME

When renaming a file on a server through the router you should not specify the router station 
number in the TO side of the command. e.g.

RENAME n1_n4_win1_file1 TO n4_win1_file2

NFS_USE mdv,n1_n4_win1_
RENAME mdv1_file1 TO mdv1_file2 {the n1_ will be removed for you}
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Accessing network stations on the other network

To send to, or receive from network stations on the secondary network, The NET device has 
been extended:

 NETO_ router station number_secondary station number

NETI_router station number_secondary station number_timeout

Where the secondary station number is the final destination station in a NETO, and the 
originator station in a NETI.

For example, If you are network station number 1 on your network, and the router’s station 
number is 2 then

OPEN#4,NETO_2_4

Will open a channel to network station 4, on the secondary network via the router.

And if the router is seen as network station 6 on the secondary network, then on the network 
station 4 on the secondary network, the following would be entered

OPEN#4,NETI_6_1

This will open a channel to network station 1, on the secondary network via the router.

Note: The originating station number (1 in the above case) is not checked during the 
OPEN, but as soon as a data packet is received, the packet is checked to see that if 
comes from the desired originator. If they do not match then a ‘Transmission error’ is
generated.
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Example Set up

PC ‘A ‘  IP Address 192.168.0.110 PC ‘B’   IP Address 192.168.0.150

PC ‘C’   IP Address 192.168.0.120

You have three PC’s connected together on a Local Area Network. PC’s ‘B’ and ‘C’ are running 
IPNet. PC ‘A’ has three copies of QPC2 running. Two copies are running IPLocalNet with 
station numbers of 1 and 2. The third copy of QPC2 is running IPNet Router as station 8.

On PC ‘A’ QPC net station 1
NET 1 : LRESPR dos2_LocalNet_cde
FSERVE
DEV_USE 2,n8_n120_win1_
DEV_USE 3,n8_n120_ram1_
DEV_USE 4,n8_n150_win1_
DEV_USE 5,n8_n150_ram1_

DEV 2 & 3 access PC ‘C’ and DEV 4 & 5 access PC ‘B’

On PC ‘A’ QPC net station 2
NET 2 : LRESPR dos2_LocalNet_cde
FSERVE 
NFS_USE mdv,n8_n120_win1_, n8_n120_ram1_, n8_n150_win1_, n8_n150_ram1_

MDV 1 & 2 access PC ‘C’ and MDV 3 & 4 access PC ‘B’

On PC ‘A’ QPC router station
LRESPR dos2_Router_cde
ROUTER 8,”192.168.0.110”

On PC ‘B’ QPC net station 150
LRESPR dos2_NetDriver_cde
IP_ADDR “192.168.0.150”
FSERVE
MAP_N 1,110 
MAP_N 2,120
NFS_USE mdv,n1_n1_win1_, n1_n1_ram1_, n1_n2_win1_, n1_n2_ram1_

MDV 1 & 2 access PC ‘A’ QPC net station 1 and 
MDV 3 & 4 access PC ‘A’ QPC net station 2

On PC ‘C’ QPC net station 120
LRESPR dos2_NetDriver_cde
IP_ADDR “192.168.0.120”
FSERVE
MAP_N 1,110
MAP_N 2,150
NFS_USE nwk,n1_n1_win1_, n1_n1_ram1_, n1_n2_win1_, n1_n2_ram1_

NWK 1 & 2 access PC ‘A’ QPC net station 1 and 
NWK 3 & 4 access PC ‘A’ QPC net station 2
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